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I. LISTENING

TEST 1
Task 1 

Listen to the speakers. For questions (1-6) choose the correct answer (A, B or C). Write your answers 
on the separate answer sheet. You will listen to each recording twice. 

1. What is today’s special at the restaurant? 

 A    B    C   

2. What would the customer probably drink?

 A     B     C   

3. How much does the food cost? 

 A   B    C  

4. What is the guest enquiring about?  

 A  the free things in the hotel    B  restroom    C  swimming pool 

5. Has the guest used up all the trinkets in his room?

 A  yes       B  no     C  not all 

6. How do the hotel staff react?

 A  They refuse to supply the guest with more soap and shampoo.
 B  They agree to bring the guest a basketful of amenities. 
 C  Housekeeping will deliver all the amenities the guest likes.

Task 2 

Listen to the text. For statements (7-11) choose T if the statement is true according to the text, F if 
it is false. Write your answers on the separate answer sheet. You will listen to the text twice.

7. Martina has fewer Italian friends than English friends. 

8. Harry gets annoyed when Martina speaks Italian to her family in front of him.

9. Martina promised Jessie that she would speak English with her friends next time. 

10. Jessie agrees that it was a mistake to argue with Martina.  

11. Jessie would like to be friends with the Italians. 
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Task 3 

Listen to the text. For questions (12-16) choose the correct answer (A, B or C). Write your answers 
on the separate answer sheet. You will listen to the text twice. 

12. The country is washed by … . 

 A  the River Tagus   B  the Atlantic Ocean  C  the Mediterranean Sea

13. Portugal is Europe’s … nation.

 A  youngest    B  newborn    C  most ancient 

14. The towns in Portugal are … .
 A  noisy    B  captured    C  charming 

15. The people in Portugal … .

 A  are indifferent   B  think positively   C  always sing and dance

16. Portugal is the country that … .
 A  sends people to festivals abroad  
 B  organizes a lot of festivals 
 C  cooperates with other countries

TEST 2
Task 1

Listen to the speakers. For questions (1-6) choose the correct answer (A, B or C). Write your answers 
on the separate answer sheet. You will listen to each recording twice. 

1. How long has the patient had a cough? 

 A   B   C  

      

2. What health problem does he also have?

 A    B       C   

 

3. How many cigarettes a day does he smoke? 

 A   B     C  

         

4. When did the patient last come in for a physical exam?

 A  Last month     B  Last year     C  Two years ago
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5. Does the patient take up sports? 
 A  Not really    B  Every day    C  Often 

6. During the examination the patient … .
 A has a cold     B feels a  cold touch   C has a fever

Task 2

Listen to the text. For statements (7-11) choose T if the statement is true according to the text, F if 
it is false. Write your answers on the separate answer sheet. You will listen to the text twice.

7. James is pleased about his parents’ plan. 
8. Mani knows where James’s parents work. 
9. Mani thinks James may be able to benefit from the situation. 
10. James’s parents have recently offered to buy him a motorbike. 
11. James’s mother believes James is very sensible for his age.   

Task 3 

Listen to the text. For questions (12-16) choose the correct answer (A, B, or C). Write your answers 
on the separate answer sheet. You will listen to the text twice. 

12. What is the conversation mostly about?
 A caravanning   B vacations in the mountains  C camping outdoors

13. What is one of the reasons why Fred likes caravanning more than camping?
 A He can watch TV during trips.
 B He doesn’t have to worry about insects.
 C He can bring more stuff.

14. What does Angela’s caravan NOT have?
 A TV    B computer     C shower

15. Where will Angela’s family spend their summer vacations?
 A on the beach   B in the mountains    C in the park

16. What can be inferred from the conversation?
 A Angela has a bigger family than Fred.
 B Fred has a bigger family than Angela.
 C Angela’s and Fred’s families are the same size.

TEST 3
Task 1

Listen to the speakers. For questions (1-6) choose the correct answer (A, B or C). Write your answers 
on the separate answer sheet. You will listen to each recording twice. 

1. The patient wants to make an appointment to the … .

 A   B   C   
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2. There’s a slot available at … next Monday.  

 A    B    C   

  
3. The patient is going to see the doctor … .

 A 

Monday
9.00

  B 

Thursday

10.00

  C 

Thursday

15.00

 

4. The patient is calling the … .

 A dentist’s office    B eye specialist   C ambulance 

5. The patient has been to Dr Lee … .

 A once      B several times    C many times 

6. The patient will see the doctor … . 
 A on Friday morning    B on Tuesday morning  C on Thursday afternoon 

Task 2 

Listen to the text. For statements (7-11) choose T if the statement is true according to the text, F if 
it is false. Write your answers on the separate answer sheet. You will listen to the text twice.

7. It’s surprising to see the travellers on the underground using smartphones. 

8. The commuters are all concentrating hard on their smartphones. 

9. The telephone changed significantly in the twentieth century. 

10. The telephone has the same features as most modern smartphones. 

11. The telephone helped us communicate with people who were far away. 

Task 3

Listen to the text. For questions (12-16) choose the correct answer (A, B or C). Write your answers 
on the separate answer sheet. You will listen to the text twice. 

12. What is the length of the cruise?
 A one day    B three days   C five days

13. When will they depart?

 A at 3 p.m.    B at 5 p.m.    C at 2 p.m.

14. What is mandatory?
 A emergency drill    B fitness drill   C excursion lists

15. What should be reserved?

 A dinners    B excursions   C information booklets

16. What kind of payments is NOT acceptable?

 A cash     B credit cards   C traveller’s cheques
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TEST 4
Task 1

Listen to the speakers. For questions (1-6) choose the correct answer (A, B or C). Write your answers 
on the separate answer sheet. You will listen to each recording twice. 

1. First the security officer would like to see the … .

 A         B    C   

2. Something is wrong when the passenger is … .

 A       B    C   

3. What causes the problem? 

 A       B     C   

  
4. What does the customs officer want to see before the passenger gets on the plane? 

 A a boarding pass    B a bag      C an ID 

5. The passenger doesn’t have to declare … he’s carrying. 

 A cash       alcohol      C luggage  

6. What is not allowed? 

 A food      B clothes      C two bottles of whiskey 

Task 2 

Listen to the text. For statements (7-11) choose T if the statement is true according to the text, F if 
it is false. Write your answers on the separate answer sheet. You will listen to the text twice.

7. All world music festivals are held in the UK.   
8. Music festivals help people avoid routine.   
9. The festivals require lots of prior preparation.   
10. The Glastonbury Festival has been organized for almost fifty years.  
11.The first Glastonbury Festival was free of charge.   
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Task 3 

Listen to the text. For questions (12-16) choose the correct answer (A, B or C). Write your answers 
on the separate answer sheet. You will listen to the text twice. 

12. What is the most dangerous place on the Earth?

 A the part of the Sahara Desert  B the part of Egypt    C the part of Morocco

13. What is described as ferocious?

 A paleontologists   B researchers    C predators

14.  How much larger were the fish mentioned in the article than today’s fish?

 A many times    B 100%     C 4 or 5 times

15. What did the fish have that were fearsome?

 A eyes     B teeth     C jaws

16. Why is the study useful?

 A It reveals the hidden treasures. 
 B It helps in studying dinosaurs. 
 C It helps to travel in Africa.

TEST 5 
Task 1 

Listen to the speakers. For questions (1-6) choose the correct answer (A, B or C). Write your answers 
on the separate answer sheet. You will listen to each recording twice. 

1. What is the conversation mainly about? 

 A       B    C  

  

2. When do people train in the gym? 

 A  

7
 HOURS 
A DAY

      B    C  24 HOURS

Monday – Friday

3. How much do the guests have to pay for using the gym?

 A       B      C  
an 

ADDITIONAL 
SURCHARGE
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4. What is true about the hotel’s facilities? 

 A They have a full-sized swimming pool.  
 B They have a treadmill. 
 C They don’t have a big swimming pool.

5. Who has free access to the swim stations?

 A all visitors      B nobody      C the registered guests 

6. What are the swim stations working hours? 

 A 24/7       B 10 hours a day     C 15 hours a day 

Task 2 

Listen to the text. For statements (7-11) choose T if the statement is true according to the text, F if 
it is false. Write your answers on the separate answer sheet. You will listen to the text twice. 

7. You can buy various antiques at Brinkley’s.    

8. Brinkley’s is having three interesting collections on sale today.  

9. ’Poppies Blooming’ by Claude Monet depicts members of his family.   

10. Andy Warhol’s painting is worth 32 soup cans.    

11. You can ask for a refund in case you don’t like the painting.    

Task 3

Listen to the text. For questions (12-16) choose the correct answer (A, B or C). Write your answers 
on the separate answer sheet. You will listen to the text twice. 

12. How much did the man lift?

 A 510 kg    B 500 kg    C 501 kg

13. Where did the man break the record?

 A Iceland    B Ireland    C England

14. How did the man feel about his achievement?

 A exhausted    B exhilarated   C strained

15. What is the man’s nickname?

 A the Iceberg    B Man Mountain   C Mr Muscle

16. What is NOT true about Hafthor Bjornsson?

 A He is an actor.   B He is a powerlifter.  C He is a sports broadcaster.
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TEST 6 
Task 1 

Listen to the speakers. For questions (1-6) choose the correct answer (A, B or C). Write your answers 
on the separate answer sheet. You will listen to each recording twice. 

1. What do they order?

 A        B   C  

 

2. What does the waitperson recommend? 

 A        B   C  

  

3. What drink does Alice order? 

 A        B    C   

  

4. The man is asking the concierge … .

 A for ordering dinner       B the way to the café    C for restaurant advice

5. The concierge recommends a meal in the … .

 A three-star restaurant        B four-star restaurant    C café nearby

6. The guest prefers to have dinner ... .

  A in the hotel he stays in       B in a different place    C far from the hotel  

Task 2 

Listen to the text. For statements (7-11) choose T if the statement is true according to the text, F if 
it is false. Write your answers on the separate answer sheet. You will listen to the text twice.  

7. People are asked to scream in all Japanese amusement parks.    

8. Japan said companies should be ready for the “new normal” Сovid-19 life.

9. Scientists are sure that screaming or singing can spread the virus. 

10. Amusement park guidelines suggest that visitors should be quiet on rides.  

11. The guidelines say staff dressed as mascots can high-five visitors.  
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Task 3 

Listen to the text. For questions (12-16) choose the correct answer (A, B or C). Write your answers 
on the separate answer sheet. You will listen to the text twice. 

12. In what kind of atmospheres does cool air rise? 
 A bad atmospheres   B tropical atmospheres  C space atmospheres

13. What becomes more buoyant in more humid climates?
 A heat     B oxygen    C rain

14. What did scientists say was lighter than dry air?

 A oxygen    B CO2    C humid air

15. What could be worse without the lightness of water vapour? 

 A climate warming   B floods    C typhoons

16.  What models did a researcher plan to study?

 A geothermal science models  B global climate models  C rain pattern models

TEST 7
Task 1 

Listen to the speakers. For questions (1-6) choose the correct answer (A, B or C). Write your answers 
on the separate answer sheet. You will listen to each recording twice. 

1. Who is the guest asking for advice?

 A     B   C   

 

2. The guest is interested in … .

 A    B    C   

 

3. The guest is advised to go to … .

 A    B   C   

 
4. The guests is … .

 A calling for a wireless connection 
 B asking where to make a copy  
 C asking for more amenities 
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5. He is using … .

 A a tablet computer  B an iPad    C a laptop

6. Where can copies be made?

 A in the lobby   B in the computer lab  C in the room 

Task 2 

Listen to the text. For statements (7-11) choose T if the statement is true according to the text, F if 
it is false. Write your answers on the separate answer sheet. You will listen to the text twice.

7. A cuckoo has completed the longest migration ever by a bird.

8. The cuckoo flew from Zanzibar to Outer Mongolia.

9. A total of five cuckoos were tagged and tracked by ornithologists.     

10. The ornithologists said the cuckoos’ feet were like a mammoth’s feet.     

11. The tagging project was done by 16 countries. 

Task 3 

Listen to the text. For questions (12-16) choose the correct answer (A, B or C). Write your answers 
on the separate answer sheet. You will listen to the text twice. 

12. Who bought the raffle ticket for the woman?

 A her friend   B her neighbour   C her son

13. How did the woman feel when she was told she had won?

 A satisfied    B frightened    C astonished

14. What kind of painting did the woman win? 

 A a landscape   B a still life    C a portrait 

15. How much did an auction house value the painting at?

 A $1.1 million   B $2.2 million   C $3.3 million

16. Who donated the painting to the charity raffle?

 A Picasso’s great-granddaughter
 B an art collector
 C Christies

TEST 8
Task 1 

Listen to the speakers. For questions (1-6) choose the correct answer (A, B or C). Write your answers 
on the separate answer sheet. You will listen to each recording twice. 

1. How much does the copy cost?

 A     B    C   
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2. What’s the problem? 

 A    B   C   

3. The guest is asking for a wake up call at … .

 A     B    C   

4. Why is he calling? 

 A to make a reservation   B to cancel the reservation   C to confirm the reservation 

5. What is the reason for calling?

 A His wife refused to go.   B His wife fell ill.    C His wife changed her mind. 

6.  When does the reservation begin? 

 A April 9th     B April 19th    C April 29th 

Task 2 

Listen to the text. For statements (7-11) choose T if the statement is true according to the text, F if 
it is false. Write your answers on the separate answer sheet. You will listen to the text twice.

7. Amazon’s new PC game is on sale everywhere.     

8. Experts have said Crucible could be a rival to the game Fortnite.     

9. The game Crucible is set in the Amazon rainforest.    

10. If gamers collect a material called essence, they can level up.     

11. The Amazon Games’ representative is sure that games help people keep in touch.     

Task 3 

Listen to the text. For questions (12-16) choose the correct answer (A, B, or C). Write your answers 
on the separate answer sheet. You will listen to the text twice. 

12. Which of the following does Jason NOT learn in Brazilian jiu-jitsu class?

 A weapon skills    B fighting    C self-defence

13. Where does Brazilian jiu-jitsu trace its roots?

 A France    B Japan    C Brazil

14. Who is Mitsuyo Maela?

 A the inventor of judo  
 B a Japanese karate expert 
 C a Japanese martial art expert
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15. What can be inferred about Helen?

 A She is interested in Brazilian jiu-jitsu.
 B She is learning martial arts.
 C She wants to meet Mitsuyo Maeda.

16. What does Jason suggest?

 A to teach Helen   B to give up the idea  C to observe his next jiu-jitsu class

TEST 9
Task 1 

Listen to the speakers. For questions (1-6) choose the correct answer (A, B or C). Write your answers 
on the separate answer sheet. You will listen to each recording twice. 

1. What is the client’s name?

 A  
Tim Sandos

  B 
Jim Candals

  C  
John Sandals

 

2. What card is NOT accepted at the moment?

 A    B   C   

3. What room does the guest live in?

 A 
А 517

   B 
А 507

    C 
А 75

 

4. What kind of vehicle does the guest want to get via the front desk?

 A a private car     B a Limo     C a taxi

5. Where is he going to go?

 A a shopping centre    B a business centre    C a sports centre 

6. When can the guest leave?

 A in five minutes    B in a minute    C in a few seconds 

Task 2 

Listen to the text. For statements (7-11) choose T if the statement is true according to the text, F if 
it is false. Write your answers on the separate answer sheet. You will listen to the text twice.   

7. It’s necessary for young kids to know their name and address.   

8. Japanese family tried to teach their pet to pronounce its address.   

9. It took them ten years to tame their parrot.   

10. The parrot failed to learn its name and address.    

11. The family understood that every try is worth doing.   
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Task 3 

Listen to the text. For questions (12-16) choose the correct answer (A, B or C). Write your answers 
on the separate answer sheet. You will listen to the text twice. 

12. What country are Frank and Michelle travelling in?

 A  Australia    B New Zealand   C Egypt

13. What are they planning to do?

 A to swim    B to go to the beach  C to windsurf

14. How long is the beach?

 A 90 miles    B 50 miles    C 55 miles

15. How did people get around at the time when the beach was named?

 A on foot    B by horse    C by ship

16.What is NOT mentioned in their conversation?

 A Auckland    B Ninety Mile Beach  C Miami Beach

TEST 10 
Task 1

Listen to the speakers. For questions (1-6) choose the correct answer (A, B or C). Write your answers 
on the separate answer sheet. You will listen to each recording twice. 

1. What drink does the man order?  

 A    B   C   

2. What kind of main dish does the man prefer?

 A    B   C   

3. What kind of beef is being ordered? 

 A    B   C   
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4. The man thought the game started at … . 

 A 10 o’clock     B 12 o’clock    C 2 o’clock

5. What is the woman’s favourite sport? 

 A soccer     B tennis     C basketball

6. When are they going to play a game?

 A right now     B in some days    C as soon as the soccer game is over 

Task 2 

Listen to the text. For statements (7-11) choose T if the statement is true according to the text, F if 
it is false. Write your answers on the separate answer sheet. You will listen to the text twice.

7. Two penguins escaped from a zoo to visit an art gallery.     

8. A zoo boss wanted the penguins to have a change of scenery.      

9. The penguins weren’t used to seeing visitors every day.     

10. The zoo keeper also made the penguins go to a field.     

11. The zoo’s executive director wanted the penguins to make him rich.     

Task 3 

Listen to the text. For questions (12-16) choose the correct answer (A, B or C). Write your answers 
on the separate answer sheet. You will listen to the text twice. 

12. Where is the Banff National Park situated?

 A in Colorado    B in Canada   C in the USA

13. When was this park established?

 A in 1990    B in 1885    C in 1985

14. What sports are on top priority there?
 A skiing and snowboarding 
 B skiing and tobogganing 
 C snowboarding and sky diving

15. What mountain is the tallest there?

 A Mount Robson   B Rocky Mountain   C Banff

16. Why is one of the speakers in a hurry?

 A The weather is getting better. 
 B The wind is getting stronger. 
 C The friend of theirs is arriving.



II. VOCABULARY

1. FAMILY

(adverb) + adjective + family verb + family (adjective) + family + noun

(very/really) loving family
(extremely) close / close-knit family
nuclear family
extended family

to be part of a family
to belong to a family
to raise a family
to bring up a family 
    (phrasal verb)
to start a family

(close) family relationships
(strong/close) family ties
(strong/close) family bond
family gathering / get-together

a nuclear family
an extended family
a single-parent family
a foster family
to bring up
upbringing
to raise, to rear
childcare

the birth rate
juvenile deliquency
to look after
over-protective
to run wild
sibling
a stage of development

adolescence
to nurture
to split up
to separate
to play truant
foster family 
to bear resemblance

Choose the correct answer (A, B or C). 

1. John’s mum raised him all by herself. He was brought up in a _____________ family.

  A nuclear    B extended    C single-parent

2. When Doris and Frank baptized their baby, their friend Mike promised to be his moral guide. Mike is 
the baby’s _____________.

  A stepfather    B grandfather   C godfather

3. The girl’s _____________ parents decided to adopt her and raise her as their own child.

  A foster    B adopted    C related

4. Helen and Bob are married. Bob’s family are Helen’s _____________.

  A offsprings    B siblings    C in-laws

5. Even though he’s not his _____________ father, his stepfather treats him as his own son.

  A native    B real    C biological

6. When Elisa married George, she already had a little girl Susie from her first _____________.

  A marriage    B wedding    C family

2. CONFLICTS AND PROBLEMS

Conflict battle
rivalry

clash
strife

combat
struggle

competition
war

Problem complication
dispute

issue
obstacle

trouble
disagreement

mess
hot water

Circle the correct word. 

1. His voice sounds available/familiar to me.
2. The happiest of families gain/experience conflict at times.
3. Some families often resist/insist interference or help from outside.
4. Lucy is very sensitive/sensible and always knows when I’m feeling sad. 
5. My parents have so many arguments/discussions about money. My dad starts shouting and they both get angry.
6. What can you do to answer/resolve these conflicts?
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3. DAILY ROUNITE

do the laundry
hang the clothes
iron the clothes
make the bed
go to bed
wake up
brush the teeth
drive to work
get home
take a bath

brush your hair
surf the net
play with friends
go to school
go shopping
exercise
wash the car
get dressed
go out with a friend
take pictures

play the guitar
water the plant
go for a walk
work
have breakfast
have lunch
have dinner
make dinner
fold the laundry
surf the net

feed the dog
take a taxi
wait for the bus
paint the picture
have a break (UK) –  
      take a break (US)
walk the dog
take out the rubbish (US)
sweep the floor
rake the leaves

Choose the correct answer (A, B or C).

1. I usually _____________ to the radio when I’m driving to work.

  A hear    B listen    C catch
2. Chris _____________ television every day.

  A sees    B observes    C watches
3. Teenagers often _____________ shopping at the weekends.

  A do    B play    C buy
4. I always _____________ a lie-in on Sundays.

  A have    B receive    C take
5. We hardly ever _____________ for a walk together. 

  A step    B go    C march
6. Jack _____________ train at 7:30 every morning.

  A goes    B takes    C rides

4. ACHIEVEMENTS 

accomplishment, attainment,  
feat, performance, undertaking,  
act, action, deed, effort, exploit,  
manoeuvre, operation, enterprise

triumph, success,  
positive result,  
coup, master stroke,  
stroke of genius

work,  
handiwork,  
creation

Choose the correct word. 

1. I’ve always made/done a lot of work for charity. 
2. I wanted to earn/take a lot of money when I was young. 
3. I passed/did my driving test yesterday. I’m so pleased. 
4. I did/won an award for journalism when I was a student. 
5. I learned to speak/talk French and German when I was at school. 
6. When I was twenty I said/gave a speech at an international conference.

5. HEALTHY CHOICES

Breakfast menu Snacks Lunch menu Drinks

• hot creamy  
porridge with 
juicy dried  
apricots

• warm golden 
toast with berry jam

• a range of home - 
made muffins

• chilled sliced apple

• bunch of juicy grapes

• bag of plump fresh strawberries

• sweet pineapple slices

• crunchy carrot sticks

• sweet and juicy corn on the cob

• warm pita bread with grilled cheese

• soft grainy roll with fresh 
ham, and tasty cheese 

• garden vegetable lasagne 
served with fresh side salad

• technicolour fried rice  
(with lots of vegies!)

• creamy hot pumpkin soup

• refreshing banana  
and strawberry 
smoothie with  
a sprinkle of cinammon

• tropical sunrise  
smoothie

• bottle of chilled water
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Choose the correct answer. 

1. I’m _____________ to nuts so I can’t eat them at all.

  A allergic   B familiar   С nostalgic
2. I’m going to start a _____________ tomorrow because I want to lose some weight. 

  A food   B meal   С diet
3. We’d like to order our meal, so could we have the _____________ please? 

  A bill   B menu   С wine list
4. I’m a _____________ so I don’t eat meat or fish. 

  A vegetarian   B vegan   С pescetarian
5. Can you give me your chocolate cake _____________ — it’s so delicious.

  A piece   B recipe   С ingredient
6. Fish and chips is the traditional _____________ of England. 

  A meal   B dish   С snack

6. СOOKING AND EATING

Types of food How food is cooked Dishes Diets Body size and putting on weight

meat 
poultry 
game 
fish 
seafood 
vegetables 

fruit 

boiled 
steamed 
fried / sauteed 
stir-fried 
pan-fried 
roasted 
grilled 
baked 
stewed 

casseroled 

starter 
appetizer
main course 
dessert /  
pudding 

watch what you eat 
watch your figure 
go on a crash diet 
count the calories /  
a calorie-controlled 
diet 

snack between meals 
cut out 

cut down on 

“You are what you eat!” 
middle-age spread
put on / gain weight 
pinch an inch 
pile on the pounds 
lose / shed weight 
go up a size
drop a size 

Choose the correct word. 

1. There are a lot of celebrity chefs/chiefs who have cookery programmes on TV now. 
2. We bought a new cook/cooker last week. 
3. What’s the plate/dish of the day today, please? 
4. Please sit down at the table everyone. I’m ready to serve/provide dinner. 
5. I always crush/squeeze a fresh orange juice in the morning.
6. You’ll need some butter and milk to make the mashed/scrambled potatoes.

7. SURVIVAL 

ambulance
beware of dogs
biohazard
buckle up
caution
caution — automatic door
danger

do not handle
ear protection required
emergency exit
evacuation
fire alarm
fire department
poison

emergency shower
slippery road
map
trial
compass
gateway
hypotermia

Choose the correct answer. 

1. We _____________ a shelter in the forest so we didn’t get wet when it rained. 

  A created   B built   С produced
2. You have to _____________ your fear if you want to succeed. 

  A cope   B control   С check
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3. When you _____________ your goals you feel fantastic. 

  A reach   B achieve   С receive
4. It’s important to _____________ on your own strength. 

  A push   B get   С rely
5. We all _____________ with fear in different ways. 

  A cope   B frighten   С get
6. You really have to ____________ yourself when you’re tired and cold. 

  A push   B pull   С drag

8. DESCRIBING PEOPLE 

Feelings happy
sad
miserable
worried
depressed

excited
bored
fed up
pleased
delighted

surprised
astonished
disappointed
enthusiastic
relaxed

stressed
anxious
tired
weary
exhausted

annoyed
angry
furious
livid
disgusted

Emotional  
characteristics

confident
sensitive
calm
hot-headed
cheerful
generous
mean

sensible
serious
honest
dishonest
moody
hard-working
arrogant

snobbish
happy
unhappy
stupid
outgoing
cautious

adventurous
introverted
extroverted
easy-going
rude
bad-mannered

impolite
polite
witty
boring
patient
impatient

Choose the correct word. 

1. Fran is very confident/reliable. She always does what she says she’ll do. 
2. Neil isn’t afraid of anything. He’s really determined/brave. 
3. Barbara is so funny/confident. She always makes us laugh when things are hard. 
4. Charles is a good person to have on the team. He’s very talented/motivated and always helps us keep trying 

when we don’t think we can do something. 
5. Peter’s very generous/intelligent. He often buys us presents and pays for our meals. 
6. Max is very fit/talented because he trains every day. 

9. FRIENDSHIP 

close friend 
fair-weather friend 
get in touch with somebody 
to have a shoulder to cry on
to be through thick and thin
to be well-matched
to break up
to fall for someone

to fall out with
to get on well with somebody
to have a lot in common
to keep in touch with someone
to lose touch with someone
to see eye to eye
to strike up (a conversation, a relationship)
ups and downs

Choose the correct answer. 

1. I’ve lost touch _____________ everyone I was at school. 

  A in    B with   С on
2. Promise you’ll keep _____________ touch when you move. 

  A on    B in    С with
3. I never got _____________ with my neighbours — they were so unfriendly. 

  A in    B on   С at
4. Jane got _____________ touch with me last week after years of silence. 

  A on    B in    С with
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5. I don’t want to fall _____________ with you over such a stupid little thing. 

  A in    B on   С out
6. I love catching__________ with friends after I’ve been away for a while. 

  A with   B up   С at

10. EXCHANGING OPINIONS 

I think…
I feel…
I guess…
In my view…
In my eyes…
From my perspective…
From my view point…
Personally, I think…
What I mean is…
Some people say that…
It is generally accepted that…
It goes without saying that…
I’m of the opinion that… 

I believe… 
I suppose… 
According to me… 
In my opinion... 
It seems to me that... 
From my point of view... 
As far as I’m concerned... 
I’d like to point out that... 
Generally it is thought that... 
Well, it is considered that... 
My impression is that... 
I hold the view that… 

Choose the correct word. 

1. I think it’s important to do physical exercise every day. How/What do you think? 
2. I agree to/with you when you say that junk food is unhealthy. 
3. In/On my opinion you don’t have to earn a lot of money to be happy. 
4. I think you have/are right about that. 
5. The main/big reason for doing exercise is to keep fit. 
6. I’m sure because I’ve heard lots of different words/opinions.

11. DESCRIBING APPEARANCE 

General 
Appearance Age Build Height Eyes Face Nose Mouth Lips Ears

beautiful
pretty
elegant
cute
handsome
gorgeous 
ugly
attractive

young
middle- 

aged
old

well-built
plump
thin
fat
slim

short
medium- 

height
tall

blue
brown
small
big
round
oval
wear glasses

round
oval
square
long

straight
hooked
long
small
turned-up

large
small

full
curved
thin

large
small

Choose the correct answer. 

1. Both of Jason’s parents are of medium height — around 1 metre 70 centimetres, but he is 1 metre 
90 centimetres which is very _____________. 

  A short   B tall   С fat 

2. I’m very _____________ so I have to be careful when I go out in the sun. 

  A fair-skinned  B dark-skinned    С attractive 

3. I can’t believe how _____________ Jenny is. She’s lost so much weight. 

  A tall   B skinny   С short 

4. Dan does a lot of sport. That’s why he has such _____________ legs. 

  A muscular   B overweight  С ugly 
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5. Doctors are worried about the number of children who are now _____________ because they eat too 

much junk food and don’t exercise. 

  A overweight  B slim   С muscular 

6. Men who become models are usually tall, slim and _____________. 

  A beautiful   B ugly   С handsome

12. SCHOOL

enter, start school 
attend school, be at school, go to school 
be present
be absent
do project work
finish school, leave school

out of school 
be expelled from, be kicked out of, be booted out of 
do well / badly in an
fail an
pass an
retake / resit an

Choose the correct word. 

1. Gregory was caught cheating/copying at the exam.
2. You have to learn this poem by/for heart.
3. We have to hand/take in our assignments today.
4. Fiona started learning/school when she was 6.
5. You should raise/lift your hand if you want to attract the teacher’s attention.
6. If they jump/skip a lesson at school they get detention.

13. ILLNESS 

Diseases Treatments
runny nose
broken bone
bruise
sunburn
chills
backache
nausea
dizziness
flu
stomachache
fever
snakebite
cough

high blood pressure
broken arm
injury
diabetes
sore finger
toothache
sprain
pneumonia
cancer
malaria
measles
tuberculosis

bed rest
blood tests
diet
surgery
exercise
physical therapy
shot (US)/ jab (UK)
massage
X-ray
eye exam
pressure measuring
examination
infusion

Choose the correct answer. 

1. I’ve got terrible ____________ from carrying lots of heavy shopping. 

  A backache   B stomachache   С headache
2. I can’t really speak because of my sore ____________. 

  A lips   B mouth    С throat
3. I must go to the dentist. I’ve had __________ for over a week now. 

  A toothache   B earache    С backache
4. Please turn that music down. I’ve got a bad ___________ and need silence. 

  A headache   B toothache    С stomachache 
5. I feel really __________. Maybe it was the fish we had at the restaurant yesterday. 

  A sore   B pain    С sick
6. What’s that ___________ on your hands? Are you allergic to something? 

  A rash   B spots    С acne
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14. COMPLAINING

I have a complaint to make. 
Sorry to bother you but...
I’m sorry to say this but...
I’m afraid I’ve got a complaint about...

I’m afraid there is a slight problem with...
Excuse me but there is a problem about...
I want to complain about...
I’m angry about...

Choose the correct word. 

1. The camera doesn’t work at all. I’d like a full exchange/refund.
2. Could I exchange/return it for a new one?
3. I’d like to get my money back in full/all.
4. This mobile phone is faulty/fake end I’ll take it back to the shop.
5. It’s the wrong size. I’ll return/give it to the shop.
6. Is the manager here? I’d like to complain about the poor/excellent service.

15. SPEED 

speed up
speed down

distance
displacement

vector
average speed

instantaneous speed
velocity

acceleration
slope

inertia
friction

Ways of walking

walk
limp
hobble
stagger
roam
ramble
mooch
pace
creep
sneak
prowl
rush
hop

stumble
tiptoe
stroll
meander
stride
strut
slide
slip
dash
scamper
skip
hike
prance

amble
saunter
wander
stalk
trudge
shuffle
stump
crawl 
jog
trip over
scuttle
scurry
waddle

Choose the correct answer. 

1. We must ____________ or we’ll be late.

  A stop   B speed    С hurry
2. I think the speed _____________ here is 100 kmph. 

  A time   B limit    С requirement 
3. Dad is always _____________. He doesn’t like to sit down and relax. 

  A on the go   B at his own pace   С in a hurry
4. I don’t like driving in the _____________ hour because there are too many cars and buses. 

  A rash   B rush    С jam
5. Can you be quick please? I’m _____________. 

  A at my own pace  B on the go    С in a hurry
6. You should slow ___________ because you’re driving too fast. 

  A down   B off    С up
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16. ORGANISING A PRESENTATION 
Welcoming Good morning and welcome to [name of company, name of conference hall, hotel, etc.].

Thank you all very much for coming today.

Introducing yourself Let me introduce myself; my name is Mark Watson and I am responsible for … .

Introducing your  
presentation

The purpose of today’s presentation is to … .
In today’s presentation I’d like to cover three points: firstly, … , secondly, … ,  
and finally … .

Explaining that  
there will be time  
for questions at the end

If you have any questions you’d like to ask, please leave them until the end, when I’ll 
be happy to answer them.

Choose the correct word. 
1. The main/big points I will talk about are cost and health. 
2. Shall/Let’s begin with health. 
3. Now let’s change/move on to cost.
4. What/That I’m going to talk about today is fast food. 
5. Now we’re going to see/look at potential health risks. 
6. I’d like to finish by telling/saying thank you to all of you for coming here today.

17. AT WORK 
General Vocabulary Application Unemployment

regular job
commuter
employee
employer
He took a job as a waiter.
job
occupation
profession
to earn one’s living
to run a firm
trade
What do you do for a living?
worker

application
application form
apprentice, trainee
apprenticeship
CV (curriculum vitae)
job interview
skilled worker
to apply for a job
training
training course
vacancy 

period of notice
to be unemployed, to be out of work 
to fire somebody, to sack somebody  
to give somebody notice, to dismiss somebody
to hand in one’s notice, to resign, to quit
unemployment
unemployment benefit, dole money

Choose the correct answer. 
1. I do___________ work so my hours are different every week and I often work at night. 

  A shift   B hard    С term

2. Please fill in this ____________ form if you want to apply for the job. 

  A application  B anticipation   С library

3. We all have to wear a _____________ when we’re at work. Mine is blue and white and quite smart. 

  A clothes   B overalls    С uniform

4. I hope I’ll get ___________ soon. I’ve done well and I want more responsibility. 

  A salary   B promotion   С perks

5. He was offered a ____________ in the Public Relations department. 

  A position   B status    С employment

6. What ____________ do you need to become a doctor? 

  A opportunities  B talents    С qualifications
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18. WORK 

full-time job
part-time job
continued payment of wages

flexitime
pay slip
salary

to get a rise, to get a raise
to work in shifts
to work overtime

wage cut
wage demand, claim wage
group wages

Choose the correct word. 

1. I’m very lucky that I have a high/low salary and can afford a nice lifestyle. 
2. The secretary/receptionist usually welcomes you at the entrance to a company. 
3. The company has 1000 employers/employees. 
4. At the end of the year everyone gets a good wage/bonus. 
5. I worked as a sales rep/sales assistant in our local bookshop every Saturday when I was at school.
6. I resigned/got promoted because I wasn’t enjoying my job. 

19. CRIME 

Crimes assault
blackmail

burglary 
fraud

hijacking 
kidnapping

mugging
arson joyriding

Criminals mugger
murderer

robber 
shoplifter

smuggler 
terrorist 

thief 
vandal burglar

Crime verbs arrest 
ban 
break-in

break-out
break the law 
burgle

charge 
commit a crime 
escape 

getaway 
get away with 
investigate

rob 
steal

Justice system appeal
barrister
caution
cell 
community service
court 
court case

death penalty 
defense 
fine 
jail 
guilty
imprisonment 
innocent

 judge 
jury
justice 
lawyer
offense
sentence
prison

probation
prosecution
punishment
capital  

punishment
corporal  

punishment

remand  
home 

solicitor 
trial 
verdict 
witness 

Other crime- 
related words 

alibi 
car alarm

alarm 
legal

illegal 
store detective

private detective 
weapon

Choose the correct answer. 

1. The young man did fifty hours of _____________ for vandalising the bus stop. 

  A sentence prison  B community service  С punishment

2. The girl continued to say she was innocent, although a reliable _____________ saw the crime.

  A onlooker   B jury    С witness

3. The _____________ who arrested the boys took them to the police station. 

  A police officer  B witness    С lawyer

4. Our neighbour was the _____________ of a crime. Someone stole her bag while she was in the supermarket. 

  A witness   B victim    С judge

5. The twelve members of the _____________ all agreed that she was guilty. 

  A judge   B court    С jury

6. John had to pay a ___________ for speeding. 

  A salary   B fine    С bill


